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We describe several families of non-unitary coset conformal field theories that possess truly
marginal couplings. These generalize the known examples of Wess-Zumino-Witten models on
supergroups such as psu(n|n) or osp(2n+ 2|2n). Our extension includes coset space sigma models,
affine Toda theories or Gross-Neveu models which are believed to arise in certain limits.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Non-unitary 2-dimensional (2d) field theories provide
a rich and important class of models. They describe sur-
face statistical mechanics systems and they underly the
construction of exact string backgrounds. It is very dif-
ficult to obtain any systematic statements about these
theories since many of the established methods heavily
rely on unitarity. Hence very little is known e.g. about
the classification of renormalization group fixed points.
Within the class of non-unitary 2d field theories, there

is a special subset of models that possess some (hidden)
internal supersymmetry, i.e. models that admit the ac-
tion of some (deformed) superalgebra in field space. In-
tuition suggests that supersymmetry makes these models
more accessible. On the other hand, such supersymmet-
ric 2d field theories still possess highly relevant applica-
tions e.g. to the study of disordered systems [1] or strings
in Anti-deSitter backgrounds [2].
The models we are about to study can be considered

as a vast extension of the ZN parafermions discovered
by Fateev and Zamolodchikov in [3]. These provide a
family of 2d conformal field theories with central charges
c = 2−6/(k+2) whose first members are the well known
Ising (k = 2) and three-states Potts model (k = 3). A few
years later, Fateev argued that ZN parafermions possess
an integrable perturbation by a relevant field of dimen-
sion h = (k − 1)/k [4]. This perturbation was studied
further in [5] and the limit k → ∞ was identified with
the the o(3) sigma model [6, 7]. ZN parafermions were
subsequently shown to arise as special cases of the so-
called GKO coset construction of Goddard, Kent and
Olive [8, 9]. In fact, ZN parafermions emerge from the
GKO coset model su(2)/u(1). Many of the features that
were initially found for ZN parafermions could be ex-
tended to more general cosets. The potential relation
between perturbed GKO cosets and conventional coset
sigma models has also been investigated [10, 11].
Here we propose to consider several families of super-

space GKO coset models along with their perturbations.
The simplest representatives are the cosets of the form
psu(2|2)/su(1|2). These provide a family of non-unitary
conformal field theories with central charge c = −2 which
is independent of the level. In contrast to their bosonic
relatives, the psu(2|2)/su(1|2) cosets turn out to possess
a perturbation of dimension h = 1. We shall show that

the corresponding β-function vanishes at two loops.
This result can be generalized to other GKO coset

models involving supergroups as follows. Introduce a Lie
supergroup g along with a subgroup h. We shall denote
the corresponding Lie superalgebras by g and h, respec-
tively. The linear space m = g/h carries a representation
of h. We assume that both g and h are semisimple. De-
composing h = ⊕pν=1hν into simple superalgebras and
m = ⊕qσ=1mσ into h-irreducible summands we are able
to formulate the main claim.

Proposition: Suppose the quadratic Casimir elements

C
(2)
ν of hν on the representation spaces mσ vanish, i.e.

C(2)
ν (mσ) = 0 , (1)

for all ν = 1, . . . , p and σ = 1, . . . , q. Then the GKO

coset model g/h possesses truly marginal deformations

for all values of the level.

It is easy to check that the GKO coset psu(2|2)/su(1|2)
satisfies the condition formulated in our main claim. In
this case, psu(2|2)/su(1|2) is a direct sum of the fun-
damental representation of su(1|2) and its dual. Both
have vanishing Casimirs. Our result generalizes previous
findings [12] for Wess-Zumino-Witten (WZW) models on
supergroups with vanishing dual Coxeter number.
In sec. 2 we describe four families of coset models sat-

isfying the conditions of our main claim, see cases (6–9).
We construct explicitly the marginal operators. The cor-
responding β-functions are studied in sec. 3 where they
are shown to vanish at two loops. Sec. 4 concludes with
an overview of applications. In particular, we discuss
exactly marginal deformations connecting various GKO
cosets. Large level limits shed new light on strong-weak
coupling dualities between conformal sigma models and
Toda-models for algebras osp(2n+ 2|2n) and psu(n|n).

2. COSETS AND PERTURBATIONS

We shall denote the WZW model on a supergroup g
by ĝ. The GKO construction identifies the commutant
of the current algebra of ĥ within the field space of ĝ
with the chiral algebra of a conformal field theory (CFT)
known as the g/h GKO coset or, simply, ĝ/ĥ. Given
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some choice for the level(s) of ĝ, the levels kν of the sim-
ple factors ĥν in the denominator are determined through
the so-called embedding index of h into g, see [13].
Let us show that the ĝ/ĥ model contains fields of

weight (h, h̄) = (1, 1). These marginal fields are of the
type (0,mσ) in standard GKO coset notations. In or-

der to construct them we introduce a basis {ja}
dimg
a=1 of g

which respects the grading of g and the decomposition

g
∣

∣

h
=

p
⊕

ν=1

hν ⊕

q
⊕

σ=1

mσ (2)

of g into irreducible representations of h. This means
that every basis vector ja is either bosonic or fermionic,
that is has degree |a| = 0 or |a| = 1 respectively, and
belongs to some summand in eq. (2). For clarity, we
shall sometimes attach superscripts g, h and g/h to the
fields of the ĝ, ĥ and ĝ/ĥ models.
The marginal fields (0,mσ) are obtained by decompos-

ing the chiral currents JG
a indexed by ja ∈ mσ into a

product of fields of the ĥ model and of the ĝ/ĥ model,

JG
a (z) = ψG/H

σ (z) ⊗ φHa (z) , ja ∈ mσ . (3)

Since the operator product expansion (OPE) between
currents {Jk(w)}jk∈h and {Ja(z)}ja∈mσ

only contains
simple poles, the same holds for the fields φa on the
right hand side. Equivalently, the fields {φa}ja∈mσ

are
primary fields of ĥ within a single affine conformal block.
The parafermion fields {ψσ}

q
σ=1 are primaries of the ĝ/ĥ

model. Equating the conformal weights on both sides of
the decomposition formula (3) we conclude that the fields
ψσ are indeed marginal

h(0,mσ) = 1−
∑

ν

C
(2)
ν (mσ)

kν + c∨ν
= 1 , (4)

where c∨ν is the dual Coxeter number of hν . In the sec-
ond step we have inserted the key assumption (1) of our
proposition. We can now deform the ĝ/ĥ model by in-
troducing a marginal perturbation

O(z, z̄) =
∑

σ
λσOσ(z z̄) =

∑

σ
λσψσ(z)ψσ̄(z̄) , (5)

with couplings λσ. The fields ψσ̄(z̄) are constructed simi-
larly from the anti-chiral currents J̄a(z̄), but for ja ∈ m∗

σ.

Examples: Suppose that h is the fixed point set of some
involution of g, that is the pair (g,h) corresponds to a
symmetric superspace. Then there are four families of
coset models that satisfy the conditions in 1, see also [14].
The central charge is either c = 1 or c = −2 depending
on wether g is of osp or respectively psu type.

1. Coset theories of real super-Grassmannian type

osp(2n+ 2m+ 2|2n+ 2m)k
osp(2n+ 1|2n)k × osp(2m+ 1|2m)k

. (6)

In this case, m is a bifundamental representation

m = o 2m+1
2m × o 2n+1

2n ,

where o m
2n denotes the osp(m|2n) fundamental rep-

resentation with Casimir m − 2n − 1. Since m

is irreducible, there is one marginal parafermion ψ.
These are superspace generalizations of the Grassmanian
parafermions [5, 10, 11].

2. Coset theories of complex super-Grassmannian type

psu(n+m|n+m)k
su(n− 1|n)k × su(m+ 1|m)k

. (7)

For such coset models, m is only real irreducible

m = u n−1
n × u m+1

m ⊕ u n−1
n × u m+1

m

where u m
n denotes the fundamental representation of

su(m|n) ∼= su(n|m) and its dual carries an additional
bar. In both representations, the Casimir assumes the
value m − n − 1/(m − n). There are two marginal
parafermions ψ+ and ψ− related by the conjugation sym-

metry ψ†
+ = ψ− inherited from the WZW models. The

perturbation (5) respects this symmetry, provided we im-
pose λ∗+ = λ− on the complex couplings λ±. This family
is a superspace generalization of the usual su(2)/u(1)
parafermions. The potential relationship between the
k → ∞ limit of this type of perturbed coset CFTs and
the complex Grassmaniann σ-models with θ-term was
suggested in [5].

3. Our third series consists of coset models of the form

psu(2n|2n)k
osp(2n|2n)2k

. (8)

The representation m is irreducible for n > 1

m = o o 2n
2n

and is obtained from the osp(2n|2n) traceless symmetric
tensors of rank 2 by factoring out a 1-dimensional sub-
module. The reducible but indecomposable traceless ten-
sor of rank 2 has a vanishing Casimir eigenvalue, because
its restriction to the 1-dimensional submodule vanishes.
For n = 1 we get the particular case of the series (7) with
m = n = 1 since osp(2|2)2k ≃ su(2|1)k.

4. Diagonal cosets with g = h× h and h simple, i.e.

hk × hl
hk+l

. (9)

Since m ≃ h in this case, assumption 1 requires
the adjoint representation of h to have a vanishing
Casimir. This condition constrains the supergroup h to
be psu(n|n), osp(2n+ 2|2n) or d(2, 1;α).

For the cosets (6–9) one can check that the operator al-
gebra of the parafermions ψσ cannot generate other non-
trivial fields of dimension h ≤ 1, provided the level of ĝ is
large enough. This makes the perturbation (5) renormal-
izable. Notice that h-invariant level one descendents of
ĝ primaries with vanishing conformal weight also lead to
marginal fields in the ĝ/ĥ theory. Of particular interest
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are the q fields χσ = (g, 0)σ in the cosets (6–8) and the
fields χ1 = (h × 0, 0), χ2 = (0 × h, 0) for the cosets (9).
These “dual” fields are local with respect to ψσ and gen-
erate conserved currents [15] in the ĝ/ĥ model perturbed
by (5). Local conserved currents of the type (0, 0) and
of higher spin can also be constructed [16]. These struc-
tures should be crucial to argue that the perturbation (5)
is integrable. As in the case of the fields ψσ one may show
that the operator algebra of the fields {χσ}

q
σ=1 of (6–8)

and of the fields χ1 or χ2 of (9) does not generate other
non-trivial fields of dimension h ≤ 1. This suggests con-
sidering the dual perturbation built out of χ’s instead of
ψ’s on the same footing with (5). We differ the analysis
of such dual perturbations to our forthcoming work.

3. VANISHING OF BETA FUNCTION

The 1-loop β-function β(1) of the CFTs (6–9) per-
turbed by the operator (5) is given by the coefficient Cρσ

τ

that multiplies the operator Oτ in the operator product
expansion (OPE) of the product OρOσ,

βτ = (1 − h(0,mτ))λ
τ −

1

2
Cρσ

τλρλσ + . . . , (10)

see e.g. [17]. The first term is zero due to eq. (4).
To see that the second term vanishes as well, we adopt

the BRST construction of the coset theory in which the
coset fields are represented as cohomology classes in the
direct product ĝ×ĥ of WZW models [18]. In the product
theory, our marginal parafermions become

ψσ(z) =
∑

ja∈mσ
jb∈m

∗
σ

JG
a (z) ⊗ φHb (z)g

ab . (11)

Here we used an invariant non-degenerate form ( , ) of g
to define gab as the inverse of the matrix gab = (ja, jb).
The OPE of the fields ψσ involves the structure constants
f cab of g defined as usual [ja, jb] = f cabjc. For symmetric
spaces [m,m] ⊂ h. Hence, f cab vanish if ja, jb, jc ∈ m.

This proves that β(1) = 0.
The structure of the 4-point function determines

whether scale invariance is broken at 2-loops. Accord-
ing to Cardy [19], the 2-loop β-function β(2) vanishes if
β(1) = 0 and only the conformal block of the identity
contributes to the 4-point function 〈OκOρOσOτ 〉. We
claim that the 4-point functions in the coset models (6–
9) satisfy such a criterion. In the case of unitary CFTs,
Cardy’s condition implies that ψσ are abelian currents
and exact marginality follows at all loops. This conclu-
sion does not extend to our non-unitary models. Never-
theless, we demonstrate that β(2) = 0 by analyzing the
4-point functions of the perturbing fields.
For simplicity, we restrict our analysis to the super-

sphere coset models (6). In order to evaluate the 4-point
function of the the perturbing field (11) we note that

〈Ja|Jb(1)Jc(z)|Jd〉
G=gabgcdz

−2+(−1)|b||c|gacgbd+ (12)

gadgbc(1− z)−2 + f m
ab fmcdz

−1 + f m
bc famd(1− z)−1 ,

where we have absorbed the levels into gab and denoted
fabc = ([ja, jb], jc). The 4-point function of the primary
fields φH depends on the cross-ratio z through

〈φa|φb(1)φc(z)|φd〉
H = gabgcdF1(z)+

(−1)|b||c|gacgbdF2(z) + gadgbcF3(z) . (13)

These terms correspond to the three invariants in the ten-
sor product m⊗4. One may determine the (logarithmic)
conformal blocks Fi(z) with the help of the Knizhnik-
Zamolodchikov (KZ) equation [13]. It implies that

F1(z) + F2(z) + F3(z) = 1 . (14)

Contraction of our eqs. (12) and (13) along with eq. (1)
eliminates the terms involving f , i.e. the last two terms
in eq. (12). Then using (14) we obtain

〈O|O(1, 1)O(z, z̄)|O〉 = |1 + z−2 + (1− z)−2|2 .

The answer coincides with the 4-point function of the
field JJ̄ , where J is an abelian u(1) current. Therefore,
by Cardy’s criterion β(2) = 0.
The calculation of 〈OκOρOσOτ 〉 for the other

cosets (6-9) uses a key fact that follows from eq. (1):
There is a unique h-invariant form p on the space of in-

variants in m⊗4. Let FJ (z) and Fφ(z) denote the value
of p on the 4-point function of currents and primaries,
respectively. With appropriate normalizations we find

〈ψκ|ψρ(1)ψσ(z)|ψτ 〉 = FJ (z)Fφ(z) .

Application of the KZ equation yields Fφ(z) = 1. Fur-
thermore, the last two terms in eq. (12) can be shown
to belong to the kernel of p. Hence, in calculating the
4-point function, we may treat ψσ as an abelian current.
A detailed proof will be presented in the follow-up paper.

4. APPLICATIONS AND OUTLOOK

The classification (6–9) of GKO cosets with exactly
marginal couplings has actually appeared first in a seem-
ingly different context, namely in the analysis of β-
functions for sigma models on symmetric superspaces [14]
that extends and corrects earlier claims in [20]. This is
no accident. It has long been suspected [5, 11] that per-
turbed g/h GKO coset models tend to the associated
sigma model on the symmetric space g/h in the limit
of large levels. Our findings are in perfect agreement
with such a correspondence. In fact, we have shown
that the 2-loop β-function of the perturbed g/h GKO
cosets vanishes if and only if the sigma model on the
symmetric superspace g/h is conformal. For the sigma
models, the vanishing of the β-function was established
non-perturbatively. This suggests that the same should
hold for our perturbed GKO coset models, a fact we shall
prove directly in our forthcoming paper.
Diagonal cosets hk ×hl/hk+l provide the most impor-

tant family of GKO coset models. In fact, these theories
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possess many relations with other interesting 2d systems.
If we set l = 1 and let k → ∞ we obtain affine Toda
theories for the Lie (super-)algebra h. Setting l = 2 in-
stead leads to models with world-sheet supersymmetry.
Increasing l further gives affine Toda theories coupled to
parafermions [15, 21]. We can also consider a limit in
which both k, l → ∞ while keeping k − l fixed. Thereby
we obtain the principal chiral model on the (super-)group
h with a WZ term at level k − l. The latter was shown
to be conformal in [22, 23]. For a review of various level
limits in diagonal cosets see [24].
The relations outlined in the last two paragraphs show

that all previously known examples of superspace models
with marginal deformations can be recovered from our
results by taking appropriate limits. Our findings extend
earlier studies and provide a unifying view that suggests
interesting new connections between known models.
There is much room for dualities between the per-

turbed GKO cosets (6–9), i.e. it might be possible that
some of our coset models can be deformed into each
other by the exactly marginal perturbations we have de-
scribed. Such deformations should be considered as su-
perspace counterparts of the known massless renormal-
ization group flows between bosonic GKO cosets. Most
famous [25] are the level reducing flows of diagonal cosets

hk × hl
hk+l

UV scale IR
−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
ψ perturbation χ1

hk−l × hl
hk

for k > l. It seems likely that these are replaced
by continuous deformations of CFTs for the diagonal
cosets (9). Flows between non-diagonal cosets have been
investigated e.g. by Fendley [11]. Following this work,
we conjecture that our marginal deformations relate the

coset models

osp(2n+ 2|2n)
k

osp(2n+ 1|2n)
k

↔
osp(2n+ 2|2n)

k−1
× osp(2n+ 2|2n)

1

osp(2n+ 2|2n)
k

psu(2n|2n)
k

osp(2n|2n)
2k

↔
psu(2n|2n)

k−1
× psu(2n|2n)

1

psu(2n|2n)
k

.

In the limit k → ∞, the perturbed coset models on
the right hand side tend to the osp(2n+ 2|2n) and
psu(2n|2n) Gross-Neveu models, respectively. Both
theories are known to be conformal. In the same
limit, the first model on the left hand side ap-
proaches the conformal sigma model on the supersphere
osp(2n+ 2|2n)/osp(2n+ 1|2n), that is a superspace
with bosonic base the sphere S2n+1. The duality between
the supersphere sigma model and the osp(2n+ 2|2n)
Gross-Neveu model was analyzed in much detail be-
fore [26–28]. In the second relation, the left hand
side tends to the sigma model on the coset space
psu(2N |2N)/osp(2N |2N) which we conjecture to be
dual to the psu(2N |2N) Gross-Neveu model. For the
special case psu(2|2)/osp(2|2) ≃ CP 1|2, the duality with
the psu(2|2) Gross-Neveu model was also conjectured be-
fore [29] but no direct evidence was found in [30]. Given
our new findings, it seems worthwhile revisiting the issue.
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